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Abstract

We report the absolute frequency measurement of the unperturbed optical clock transition
1
S0–3P0 in 171Yb performed with an optical lattice frequency standard. Traceability to the
International System of Units is provided by a link to International Atomic Time. The
measurement result is 518 295 836 590 863.61(13) Hz with a relative standard uncertainty
of 2.6 × 10−16, obtained operating our 171Yb optical frequency standard intermittently for 5
months. The 171Yb optical frequency standard contributes with a systematic uncertainty of
2.8 × 10−17.
Keywords: optical frequency standards, international atomic time, frequency metrology
(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

Absolute frequency measurements are usually performed
relative to Cs fountains that provide the local realization of
the SI second. When a local Cs fountain is unavailable, absolute frequency measurements of optical standards are possible via international atomic time (TAI) [8–19]. TAI is a
timescale maintained by the International Bureau of Weights
and Measures (BIPM) from the satellite-based comparison
of frequency standards in about 85 world-wide laboratories
[20]. The BIPM computes TAI in 5-day intervals and publishes monthly its frequency deviation from the SI second
in the Circular T bulletin [21]. The BIPM also disseminates
coordinated universal time (UTC), the international timescale
recommended for civil use, which differs from TAI only by an
integer number of leap seconds [20].
Conversely, optical frequency standards can contribute to
TAI as secondary representations of the second, although few
optical frequency standards have contributed so far: the 87Sr
frequency standards at the Laboratoire national de métrologie
et d’essais–Système de Références Temps–Espace (LNESYRTE) [22], the 87Sr frequency standard at the National
Institute of Information and Communications Technology
(NICT) [23] and the 171Yb frequency standards at the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) [2].

Cesium fountains are the best realization of the second in the
International System of Units (SI) [1]. Frequency standards
based on optical transitions of several ions and atoms can outperform Cs standards in accuracy and stability [2–4] and a
redefinition of the SI second based on an optical transition
is anticipated [5]. In preparation, eight optical transitions are
recommended as secondary representation of the SI second
[6], with uncertainties comparable to those of Cs standards.
Their values are calculated by a least square fit of absolute
frequency measurements and frequency ratios involving
optical frequency standards [7]. New ratio and frequency
measurements are fundamental to improve the uncertainty of
secondary representations of the second and to check the consistency of optical frequency standards.
Original content from this work may be used under the terms
of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further
distribution of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title
of the work, journal citation and DOI.
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Figure 1. Overview of the frequency chain between the 171Yb optical frequency standard to the SI second.

Among the optical secondary representations of the second
is the frequency of the forbidden 1S0–3P0 transition in 171Yb.
Here we present a measurement of this frequency obtained
operating a 171Yb optical frequency standard for 5 months
where traceability to the SI is provided by a link to TAI.
During this period, the 171Yb optical frequency standard was
operated only intermittently for a few hours at a time. Without
a continuous measurement of the optical frequency [24], we
used flywheels based on a hydrogen maser and TAI to account
for the correction and uncertainty introduced by dead times in
the operation of the optical frequency standard [11, 25, 26].
We also present an updated evaluation of the systematic uncertainty of the 171Yb optical frequency standard, that was previously characterized for a measurement relative to the local Cs
fountain ITCsF2 [27, 28] and for an optical frequency ratio
with a transportable 87Sr frequency standards developed by
the Physikalisch–Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB) [29].
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an
overview of the Yb optical lattice frequency standard and of
the frequency chain to the SI. The evaluation of the systematic frequency shifts of the 171Yb frequency standard is presented in section 3. Section 4 presents the evaluation of the
uncertainty in the link to TAI and the data analysis, including
the contribution from dead times. We report and discuss the
results in section 5.

at the magic wavelength of 759 nm with a beam waist radius
of 45 µ m and a depth between 220 Er and 400 Er (where
Er ≈ h × 2 kHz is the recoil energy of a lattice photon and
h is the Planck constant). Approximately 1000 atoms are
trapped in about 1200 lattice sites with a temperature of 10
µ K. Atoms are prepared in either single-spin ground state
(mF = ±1/2) with 98% efficiency by optical pumping on the
1
S0–3P1 transition. The clock laser at 578 nm is obtained by
second-harmonic generation of a diode laser at 1156 nm. It
is stabilized on a horizontal ultrastable cavity made in ultralow-expansion glass with a length of 10 cm [30]. This setup
has been improved compared to our previous work that used
a different cavity [27]. The lattice polarization and the clocklaser polarization are aligned with the vertical magnetic field.
We perform Rabi spectroscopy on the 1S0–3P0 clock transition
at 578 nm using a π-pulse of resonant light lasting 80 ms that
results in a Fourier-limited linewidth of 10 Hz. The transition
probability is measured by detecting the fluorescence from
pulses of 399 nm light with a photomultiplier tube. In the
detection we use a laser at 1389 nm to pump the atoms from
the excited to the ground state, through the 3D1–3P1 channel,
renormalizing the number of excited atoms to the total number
of trapped ones. A single operation cycle usually lasts 300 ms.
The frequency of the 578 nm laser is tuned on resonance with
the two π-transitions 1S0(mF = ±1/2)–3P0(mF = ±1/2) by
acting on an acousto-optic modulator.
We achieved traceability of the 171Yb frequency to the SI
through the chain shown in figure 1. The 1156 nm cavitystabilized laser is sent to a fibre frequency comb [31] by a
noise-compensated fibre link [32]. The comb has a repetition
rate of 250 MHz and is referenced to the 10 MHz output of
a hydrogen maser. Fibre links and acousto-optic modulators
are referenced to the hydrogen maser as well. The beatnote
between the laser and the comb is redundantly measured to
detect and remove cycle slips. The frequency ratio between
the 171Yb transition and the hydrogen maser frequency is
calculated from the comb measurement, accounting for the

2. Experiment overview
Our 171Yb optical lattice frequency standard has been
described previously in [27]. A beam of Yb atoms is produced
in an ultra-high-vacuum chamber from an atomic oven. Atoms
from the beam are trapped and cooled in a two-stage magneto-optical trap, first using the 1S0–1P1 transition at 399 nm
and then using the weaker 1S0–3P1 transition at 556 nm. A
slower beam at 399 nm counter-propagating the atomic beam
is used to increase the number of trapped atoms. Atoms are
then loaded in a horizontal, one-dimensional optical lattice
2
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acousto-optic modulator used for steering and the secondharmonic generation stage.
The same maser is steered every 1 h to generate the local
timescale UTC(IT) using an auxiliary output generator.
Occasionally the steering is subject to frequency steps or
changes in the drift rate to maintain agreement with UTC.
The local timescale UTC(IT) is compared continuously by
satellite time and frequency transfer [33] to the timescales generated in other laboratories (denoted in figure 1 as UTC(k)).
The BIPM calculates the time difference between UTC(IT)
and UTC every 5 days from satellite transfer data and publishes them monthly in the Circular T [34]. The frequency
difference between UTC(IT) and TAI can be calculated from
the Circular T data (with the frequency of UTC equal to the
frequency of TAI [20]).
TAI is a realization of terrestrial time (TT), a coordinate
time scale defined in a geocentric reference frame with scale
unit the SI second on a specific equipotential surface [35]. The
BIPM calculates the fractional deviation of the scale interval
of TAI from that of TT using the contributions of primary
and secondary frequency standard participating in TAI. This
deviation is calculated over one-month intervals, is published
in the Circular T and provides the last step from TAI to the SI
unit of frequency.
In summary, the measurement model is

Table 1. Uncertainty budget for

171

Yb optical frequency standard.

Effect

Rel. Shift×1017

Rel. Unc.×1017

Density shift
Lattice shift
Zeeman shift
Blackbody radiation
Blackbody radiation oven
Static Stark shift
Background gas shift
Probe light shift
Servo error
Fibre links
Line pulling
Tunnelling
AOM switching
Gravitational redshift
Total

−5.9
7.6
−0.693
−235.0
−1.7
−1.6
−0.5
0.09
—
—
—
—
—
2599.5
2361.8

0.2
2.0
0.014
1.2
0.8
0.9
0.2
0.05
0.3
0.01
0.02
0.4
0.4
0.3
2.8

equation (2) holds formally true because we assume the
Yb frequency and the SI unit of frequency constant in
time.

171

3. Frequency shifts and uncertainties of the 171Yb
frequency standard

f (Yb)
f (Yb)
f (HM) f (UTC(IT)) f (TAI)
=
,
(1)
f (SI)
f (HM) f (UTC(IT)) f (TAI)
f (SI)

The analysis of the systematic frequency shifts in the 171Yb
frequency standard is summarized in table 1. We separately
calculated the shifts for each run of the 171Yb frequency standard. Table 1 reports the average over the whole measurement
campaign.

where f (Yb), f (HM), f (UTC(IT)), f (TAI) are the frequency of the 171Yb clock transition, of the local hydrogen
maser, of UTC(IT) and TAI respectively and where we have
formally wrote the SI unit of frequency as f (SI) = 1 Hz. We
calculated the frequency ratio between the 171Yb transition
and the hydrogen maser from the comb measurement. The
frequency ratio between the hydrogen maser and UTC(IT) is
calculated from the steering of the timescale. The frequency
ratios between UTC(IT) and TAI and between TAI and the SI
are calculated from data in the Circular T.
However, the frequency ratios appearing on the right hand
side of equation (1) cannot be calculated for the same averaging time because of the intermittent operation of the optical
frequency standard. The measurement model is expanded to
consider extrapolation of the frequency ratios as:

3.1. Density shift

The density shift is evaluated by interleaving measurements
with different number of atoms by changing the duration of
the slower beam pulse at 399 nm during the first stage magneto-optical trap. This method does not impact the trapping
conditions and we assumed the density shift to be proportional to the number of atoms [36]. However, the density shift
depends on lattice depth [37], mean excitation fraction [38],
degree of spin-polarization [2], pulse-area of the Rabi spectr
oscopy [39] and compression of the last magneto-optical trap
stage before loading atoms in the lattice [40]. To account
for all these effects, interleaved density measurements were
repeated daily to characterize the specific trapping condition.
During the campaign the atomic density ranged from 0.25ρ0 to
7ρ0 , where ρ0 ≈ 4 × 1014 m−3 corresponds to about one atom
per lattice site. We have not observed significant changes in
the density shift during single runs and the typical instability
of these measurements is 2.7 × 10−15 (τ /s)−1/2 as shown in
figure 2. We can constrain the density shift uncertainty at low
density to typically  <2 × 10−17 for each day. As each daily
density shift determination is independent, we consider this
noise statistical and the shift averages to −5.9(2) × 10−17 for
the campaign. We note that the density shift can be reduced

f (Yb)
f (Yb, T1 )
f (HM, T1 )
f (HM, T2 )
=
×
×
f (SI)
f (HM, T1 ) f (HM, T2 ) f (UTC(IT), T2 )
f (UTC(IT), T2 ) f (TAI, T2 ) f (TAI, T3 )
×
×
,
×
f (TAI, T2 )
f (TAI, T3 )
f (SI, T3 )
(2)

where T1, T2, T3 are the time periods, possibly discontinuous, in which each measurement is performed. Here T1 corresponds to the period of operation of the 171Yb frequency
standard while T2 and T3 have to be aligned with the 5-day
grid and 1-month grid of Circular T respectively. The ratios
f (HM, T1 )/f (HM, T2 ) and f (TAI, T2 )/f (TAI, T3 ) accounts
for the extrapolations at different time periods exploiting
the hydrogen maser and TAI as flywheels. The equality in
3
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Table 2. Contribution to the hyperpolarizability at the magic

wavelength from two-photon resonances.
Resonance

Frequency/MHz

Hyperp./µ Hz

6s6p3 P0-6s8p3 P0
6s6p3 P0-6s8p3 P2

394 615 049.5(1)
397 484 603.3(3)
397 480 706.7(1)
391 908 676(4)
391 910 851(10)

−1.33(6)
0.26(3)
0.094(9)
−0.06(6)
0.002(7)

6s6p3 P0-6s5f3 F2

In this measurement the lattice had a frequency of
394 798 267.7 MHz, with less than 1 MHz drift during the
whole campaign. Atoms are loaded in the lattice at about
U0 = 235Er and afterwards the depth can be either maintained at this level or raised up to U0 = 400Er . The lattice
is obtained by a titanium-sapphire laser whose spectrum is
cleaned by a volume Bragg grating with a bandwidth of 20
GHz. Lattice depth is modulated by acting on an acousto-optic
modulator on the lattice laser. The lattice frequency is stabilized on an ultrastable cavity [47] and continuously measured
with the optical comb. The trapping conditions U0, ξ and n
are measured by sidebands spectroscopy [48] before and after
each run. The typical trapping conditions at low depth are
U0 = 235(1)Er, ξ = 0.73(1) and n = 2.1(2).
The differential light shift data is corrected for the density shift and then fitted to the model of equation (3) to
estimate a∆ν . Equation (3) is then used to estimate the
shift from the trapping conditions U0, ξ and n measured
for each run. The average lattice shift for the campaign is
7.6(2.0) × 10−17, dominated by the quadratic term. Using
a = 27(3) mHz GHz−1 [27] we can also estimate the magic
frequency ν magic = 394 798 270(3) MHz even if it does not
directly impact our light shift determination. This value agrees
to the measurements reported by other groups [17, 41, 43] but
not with the value of [37].
In our setup the atomic temperature depends on loading
conditions and does not vary significantly with lattice depth.
The model of [43] requires a linear dependence of the atomic
temperature with lattice depth and cannot be used for the data
presented here. [37] presents a model of which equation (3)
is an approximation and we have estimated a difference
of  <3 × 10−18 between this model and our analysis.

Figure 2. Example of the instability of an interleaved measurement
used to evaluate the density shift. Blue dots are the overlapping
Allan deviation of the relative frequency difference between high
and low density during a single run of 53 000 s. The green line
corresponds to white frequency noise as 2.7 × 10−15 (τ /s)−1/2 .

at the ×10−18 level by working with lower trap depths, larger
lattice waists or lower atom numbers [2, 41].
3.2. Lattice light shifts

The lattice shift is calculated from the model [41, 42]:


 2
Ue
Ue
3
∆ν ls = − a∆ν + d(2n2 + 2n + 1)
−d
4
Er
Er
  1/2

 3/2
Ue
Ue
1
+ (a∆ν − b) n +
+ d(2n + 1)
,
2
Er
Er

(3)
where ∆ν is the lattice frequency detuning from the magic
frequency, U e = ξU0 is the effective longitudinal trap depth
that takes into account the reduced laser intensity seen by the
atoms due to radial motion instead of the maximum trap depth
U0. The coefficient a is the slope between the differential
polarizability and the lattice frequency, while b is the combined multipolar polarizability, and d the hyperpolarizability
coefficient. The average longitudinal motional state in the lattice is indicated by n.
In the model we constrained b = 0.08(8) mHz [43] and
the hyperpolarizability d = −1.04(9) µHz . We measured
the value d from the light shift at lattice frequency near twophoton transitions, following the method described in [44,
45]. Away from the magic wavelength the clock line is broadened and asymmetric [46] and, for each two-photon transition,
we fitted the barycenter of the line as a function of lattice frequency with a dispersion curve. The fit is used to extrapolate
the shift to the magic wavelength. Equation (3) is then used
to convert the shift to the coefficient d, from the measured
trapping conditions U0, ξ and n, including their uncertainties.
The transitions observed, including hyperfine components,
and their contributions to hyperpolarizability are summarized
in table 2. This measurement is in agreement with other twophoton measurements [41, 45] and to a direct measurement of
the coefficient d [37].

3.3. Zeeman shift

During spectroscopy we apply a magnetic field of about
25 µ T that splits the two π -transitions 1S0(mF = ±1/2)–
3
P0(mF = ±1/2) by about 50 Hz from the center. This split is
measured for each run with a typical uncertainty of 0.2 Hz. It
is used to calculate a quadratic Zeeman shift using the coefficient aZ = −1.531(2) µHz/Hz2 [2]. We have not observed
a significant polarization-dependant vector shift from the
lattice laser on the magnetic splitting and we assigned a
contribution to the Zeeman shift uncertainty of 1 × 10−19
from this effect. The total mean quadratic Zeeman shift is
−6.93(14) × 10−18.
4
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The expected shift distribution for both directions is nonGaussian and we used Monte Carlo methods [56] to assign a
combined shift of −1.6(9) × 10−17.

3.4. Blackbody radiation shift

The frequency shift due to the environment’s blackbody radiation is calculated using the known differential scalar polarizability ∆α(0)/h = 36.2612(7) × 10−7 Hz V−2 m2 [49] and
dynamic correction η(T = 300 K) = 0.0180(4) [50]. Ten platinum-resistance thermometers measure the vacuum-chamber
temperature, including spots near heat sources (e.g. magneticfield coils) and far away from them. Temperatures are acquired
every 80 s, and for each acquisition a frequency shift is calculated where the temperature uncertainty is assigned assuming
a rectangular probability distribution between the coldest and
hottest readings [27, 51]. We also considered a shift coming
from the blackbody radiation emitted from the atomic oven at
700(10) K. The oven temperature is measured with a thermocouple and its uncertainty is dominated by the gradient from
the sensor to the nozzle calculated from a simple oven model
[52]. Finite-element analysis is used to constrain the effective
solid angle of the oven radiation seen by the atoms [53] as
in our previous work [27]. The shift from the environment’s
blackbody radiation is −235.0(1.2) × 10−17 dominated by a
typical temperature inhomogeneity of 0.4 K. The shift from
the oven is −1.7(8) × 10−17 dominated by the uncertainty on
the effective solid angle.

3.6. Background gas shift

The frequency shift due to collisions with background gas is
inversely proportional to the mean lifetime in the lattice [2].
The residual background gas in our vacuum chamber is composed by Yb atoms, from the atomic beam, and H2 molecules,
from degassing of stainless-steel fittings, with unknown ratio.
We used the coefficient −1.6(3) × 10−17 s, that is deduced
from C6 coefficients [51, 57] theoretically calculated for
Yb–Yb collisions [58] and for Yb–H2 collisions [59]. The C6
coefficients vary weakly for different background gas species
and our calculation is consistent with experiments for Yb–H2
collisions [2] but its uncertainty includes possible contrib
utions from Yb–Yb collisions. The shift is −0.5(2) × 10−17
from a lifetime in the lattice of τ lat = 3(1) s.
3.7. Other shifts

The shift caused by the probe light is 9(5) × 10−19 as calculated from the value in [2] applying a scaling inversely proportional to the square of the Rabi time.
The servo error uncertainty is estimated from the average
of the error signal during the campaign. A slow control loop
is used to cancel the cavity drift making this contribution consistent with zero with an uncertainty of 3 × 10−18.
All fibre links on the clock laser are actively noise-cancelled and characterized at the 1 × 10−19 level [32].
We calculated line pulling from lattice sidebands and
from the π and σ transitions between mF = ±1/2 states to
be  <2 × 10−19 , that we take as uncertainty.
The effects of tunnelling and acousto-optic modulator
switching were calculated as in [27] to a level of 4 × 10−18.

3.5. Static Stark shift

The vacuum-chamber where atoms are trapped is made of
aluminum but electric charges may accumulate on the fusedsilica windows, causing a static Stark shift. There are two large
windows 25 mm from the atoms on the vertical direction, with
a bore diameter of 65 mm. In the horizontal direction there
are six smaller windows 80 mm from the atoms, with a bore
diameter of 40 mm. Two ring electrodes are placed on the
large windows and can apply an electric field on the vertical
direction. Given this geometry we expect the electric field in
the chamber to be predominantly vertical, as possible charges
on the horizontal windows are better Faraday-shielded by the
chamber metallic structure.
The static Stark shift is thus estimated from a combination of measurements and finite element analysis. The vertical component of the electric field was repeatedly measured
during the campaign by applying voltages up to ±150 V to
the ring electrodes [54, 55]. We also accounted that the measured electric field may deviate from the vertical axis up to ±
30° because of possible patch charges on the large windows.
The shift from this electric field observed during the campaign
had a maximum absolute value of 3 × 10−17 and a mean of
−0.6(6) × 10−17. Its uncertainty is calculated assuming a rectangular probability distribution between the maximum and
minimum values of the field observed over several weeks.
We then performed a finite element analysis that constrains
the horizontal electric field from possible charges on the small
windows resulting in a shift of −1.0(7) × 10−17. We assumed
on the horizontal windows a maximum charge density that
would cause a shift of 10 kHz if present on the large windows.

3.8. Gravitational redshift

The gravitational redshift with respect to the conventionally adopted equipotential W0 = 62 636 856.0 m2 s−2 [35]
has been calculated from the gravitational potential difference C(Yb) = 2336.28(25) m2 s−2, giving a shift of
2.599 45(27) × 10−14. This measurement was performed as
part of the international timescales with optical clocks (ITOC)
project with a global navigation satellite system/geoid (GNSS/
geoid) approach [60, 61] and it is in agreement with a previous
determination [62].
4. Data analysis of the link to the SI second
We measured the 171Yb frequency standard relative to local
maser f (Yb)/f (HM) from the modified Julian date, MJD
58 389 to MJD 58 539 (from October 2018 to February 2019).
The standard has been operated typically for few hours per
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Table 3. Uncertainty budget for the absolute frequency measurement of the
and for the total campaign.

Ratio
Yb/HM

HM Extrap.
HM/UTC(IT)
UTC(IT)/TAI
TAI Extrap.
TAI/SI
Yb/SI

171

Yb clock transition via TAI, for each monthly measurement

Oct. 2018

Nov. 2018

Dec. 2018

Jan. 2019

Feb. 2019

Total

MJD start

58 389

58 419

58 449

58 479

58 514

58 389

MJD stop

58 419

58 449

58 479

58 514

58 539

58 539

Yb Uptime

12%

4%

7%

10%

23%

11%

19
3
8
4
40
1
90
<1
52
13
12
114

Uncertainty ×1017
15
15
3
3
8
8
6
4
40
30
1
1
70
30
<1
<1
56
25
16
9
11
11
100
53

10
2
8
3
21
1
28
—
—
11
12
41

6
3
8
2
13
1
14
<1
7
7
12
26

Contribution
Statistical
Yb syst.
Comb syst.
Drift
Dead times
Steering
Freq. transfer
Drift
Dead times
Statistical
Systematic
Total

10
3
8
2
23
1
24
—
—
15
13
40

working day, for a total measurement time of 381 h and a total
uptime of 11%.
The ratio f (Yb)/f (SI) has been calculated for each of the
five months corresponding to the Circular T number 370 to
374. Table 3 reports the uncertainty budget for each month, as
well as for the total campaign.
The analysis follows the measurement model of equation (2) and has been carried out in three steps. In the first
step, the ratio f (Yb)/f (TAI) has been calculated over the
5-day grid of Circular T. In the second step, for each 1-month
average of f (TAI)/f (SI) in Circular T, we calculated the ratio
f (Yb)/f (SI) from the weighted mean of 5-day averages calculated in the first step. Intervals of 5 days without available
optical data are ignored and considered dead times. Finally,
we took the weighted mean of the monthly calculations to
give a result for the total campaign.
The local hydrogen maser, UTC(IT) and TAI are transfer
oscillators in the measurement of f (Yb)/f (SI). Their noise is
cancelled out in the final calculation and they are not reported
in table 3. Dead times in the measurement make this cancellation incomplete and the resulting uncertainty has been
assigned to the extrapolation steps.

4.2. Uncertainty of f (Yb)/f (HM)

The ratio f (Yb)/f (HM) is affected by the statistical noise
and the systematic uncertainty of the 171Yb standard and
of the comb. The combined statistical uncertainty of 171Yb
standard and comb has been conservatively estimated as the
white frequency component of the observed noise for each
run. We expect a contribution of 2 × 10−14 (τ /s)−1/2 , where
τ is the measurement time, from the frequency multiplication of the hydrogen maser at 10 MHz to 250 MHz (repetition rate of the comb). The statistical contribution from the
171
Yb optical standard is at the level of 2 × 10−15 /(τ /s)−1/2
(compare figure 2). The comb systematic uncertainty in the
transfer from the microwave domain to the optical domain
has been assessed as 8 × 10−17 by comparison with a second
comb. (The use of the comb for optical to optical transfer is
better characterized to 3 × 10−19 [31].) The 171Yb systematic
uncertainty has been calculated for each run as explained in
the previous section.
4.3. Extrapolation over the hydrogen maser

The extrapolation f (HM, T1 )/(HM, T2 ) has been calculated
separately for each 5-day interval. Its evaluation includes a
deterministic correction for the maser drift and the statistical
uncertainty from dead times.
The drift correction can be calculated as D × (T1  − T2 ),
where D is the maser drift and T1 , T2  are the barycenters
of the two averaging periods T1, T2. Here the maser frequency
drift is determined from f (HM)/f (TAI) data calculated from
data in the Circular T. For each extrapolation, the drift is
measured from a linear fit over a period of 25 d. The typical
maser drift for the campaign was 3.5 × 10−16 d−1.
The uncertainty from dead times has been calculated by
simulating the maser noise, as presented in [11, 15, 25].
We used the software Stable32 [64] to generate 107 points

4.1. Linearization

When analyzing the data we linearize the model equation (2) by moving from each ratio r to the fractional correction y   =  r/r0  −  1, where r0 is an arbitrary reference ratio.
The total fractional correction y( f (Yb)/f (SI)) can be calculated as the sum of the fractional corrections of each ratio.
We choose the reference ratios involving 171Yb to be consistent with the numerical value of the recommended frequency for 171Yb as a secondary representation of the second,
f (Yb, CIPM2017) = 518 295 836 590 863.6(3) Hz [63]. The
absolute values of all fractional corrections in our analysis are
less than 1 × 10−12 , justifying the linear approximation.
6
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calculates it from the contribution of primary and secondary
frequency standards up to one year before the reporting
period. The primary frequency standards reporting data
during this campaign were the Cs Fountains PTB-CSF1,
PTB-CSF2 [66], SYRTE-FO1, SYRTE-FO2, SYRTE-FOM
[67], SU-CsFO2 [68], NIM5 [69] and the Cs thermal beams
PTB-CS1 and PTB-CS2 [70]. The Cs Fountain ITCsF2 [28]
did not contributed during the campaign but submitted data
within the previous year. The Rb fountain SYRTE-FORb [71]
contributed as a secondary frequency standard. Moreover, the
87
Sr optical lattice frequency standards NICT-Sr1 [11, 16, 23]
and SYRTE-SrB [24] contributed as secondary frequency
standards. SYRTE-SrB contributed to the Circular T 372
(December 2018). NICT-Sr1 contributed to the Circular
T 372, 373 and 374 (December 2018, January 2019 and
February 2019) as well as submitting data within the previous
year in Circular T 371.
The Circular T reports only the total uncertainty of the ratio
f (TAI)/f (SI). We estimated the systematic uncertainty for
this ratio from the type B uncertainty of the standards reported
in each Circular T and their weight [13, 19]. This calculation
included the uncertainties of the secondary representations of
the second and assumed the frequency shift for each standard
uncorrelated (this is an adequate approximation for the uncertainties affecting Cs fountains). We then chose the statistical
uncertainty to recover the total uncertainty as calculated by
the BIPM.

simulating the maser phase noise with a sample time of
100 s. The instability of the stochastic maser noise is
modelled as the quadrature sum of components due to white
phase noise 1.5 × 10−13 (τ /s)−1, white frequency noise
3.5 × 10−14 (τ /s)−1/2 , flicker frequency noise 6 × 10−16 ,
random walk frequency noise 1 × 10−18 (τ /s)1/2. This model
is based on the characterization of the maser and it is consistent with the observed f (Yb)/f (HM) instability. The
generated noise is sampled to simulate  ∼1 × 104 repeated
averages over the periods T1, T2. The uncertainty from dead
times is calculated as the sample standard deviation of the difference between the simulated repeated averages.
4.4. Uncertainty of f (HM)/f (UTC(IT))

The steering f (HM)/f (UTC(IT)) was calculated continuously from the correction applied by the auxiliary output
generator that has an instability of 3 × 10−13 (τ /s)−1 (uncertainty  <1 × 10−18 for averages over 5 d) and a systematic
uncertainty of 1 × 10−17.
4.5. Uncertainty of f (UTC(IT))/f (TAI)

The frequency ratio f (UTC(IT))/f (TAI) was calculated for
5-day intervals corresponding to the data in Circular T. The
recommended formula for calculating the uncertainty in the
satellite frequency transfer is [65]:
√
 −0.9
2uA
τ
(4)
uUTC(IT)/TAI (τ ) =
×
,
τ0
τ0

4.8. Correlations and averaging

In our analysis we considered correlations between available data, as they are important in the uncertainty analysis.
Weighted averages were calculated using the Gauss–Markov
theorem, or generalized least-square fit [72, 73]. This algorithm is the same suggested for the least-square analysis of
frequency standards [7].
We assumed the systematic uncertainties in each ratio to
be correlated in time. In this sense they do not average down.
This approximation is also used for the systematic uncertainty
we estimated for the f (TAI)/f (SI) ratio.
The measurements of the maser drift for each 5-day interval
are correlated between each other because they derive from the
same data set. The resulting correlations in the maser extrapolations vary depending on the barycenter of each datum.
We consider dead-time uncertainties calculated for different periods of time uncorrelated because they represent statistical noise and we average data without overlaps.
The ratio f (UTC(IT))/f (TAI) is calculated from the
time-difference (phase) data of the satellite link. The conversion from phase to frequency brings negative correlation in the
frequency data (consecutive frequency points share the middle
phase point). We took this effect into account by numerically
calculating the correlations of f (UTC(IT))/f (TAI) 5-day
averages that replicate equation (4) when used with the law
of propagation of uncertainty. We note that equation (4) is
valid only for averaging with uniform weights. Introducing
correlations allows us to extend equation (4) to the case of
non-uniform weights while keeping consistency with the

where uA = 0.4 ns is the type A uncertainty of the time transfer
from UTC(IT) to TAI as reported in Circular T, τ0 = 5 d and
τ is the total measurement time. Type B uncertainties for the
time transfer reported in Circular T represent a calibration
offset in time and do not affect the frequency measurement.
4.6. Extrapolation over TAI

The extrapolation f (TAI, T2 )/f (TAI, T3 ) has been calculated
for each month. This step was unnecessary for the months
October 2018 and February 2019 which have data for all
5-day intervals.
TAI inherits the instability of the free atomic timescale
(Echelle Atomique Libre, EAL). The EAL instability model is
reported in the Circular T explanatory supplement as the quadrature sum of white frequency noise 1.7 × 10−15 (τ /d)−1/2,
flicker frequency noise 3.5 × 10−16, random-walk frequency
noise 2 × 10−17 (τ /d)1/2. The uncertainty from dead times
has been calculated from this noise similarly to the extrapolation over the local hydrogen maser, with 10 000 phase points
simulated in steps of 1 d. The drift contribution is calculated
from f (TAI)/f (SI) and it is negligible for this campaign.
4.7. Uncertainty of f (TAI)/f (SI)

The frequency deviation of TAI relative to the SI second is
reported directly in Circular T for each month. The BIPM
7
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Figure 3. Fractional corrections y( f (Yb)/f (TAI)) averaged every 5 days for each month of the campaign. Green shaded regions at the
bottom of each plot represent the uptime of the 171Yb frequency standard. Blue bars represent the total combined uncertainty for each
average. Red thick bars denote the uncertainty of all components excluding the satellite frequency transfer to TAI.

recommended formula. This allows us to calculate weighted
means, with a lower combined uncertainty for the final result.
The correlations observed between 5-day averages of
f (Yb)/f (TAI) range between −37% and 5.8%. The correlations observed between 1-month averages of f (Yb)/f (SI)
range between −5.9% and 13.4%.

ratio f (Yb)/f (HM) were available, as limited by the uptime
of the 171Yb frequency standard.
The fractional corrections y( f (Yb)/f (SI)) averaged
for each month of the campaign are shown in figure 4.
The weighted average of the 5 monthly measurements is
y( f (Yb)/f (SI)) = 2(26) × 10−17 and is shown
 as the shaded
region in the figure. The Birge ratio for the fit is χ2 /n = 1.011
with n  =  4 degrees of freedom. The absolute frequency measurement result is f (Yb) = 518 295 836 590 863.61(13) Hz,
with a relative combined standard uncertainty of 2.6 × 10−16.
Operating the 171Yb optical lattice frequency standard
for five months made it possible to average the noise of

5. Results and discussion
The fractional corrections y( f (Yb)/f (TAI)) averaged every
5 days are shown in figure 3. The shaded regions in the
figures represent the intervals where the measurements of the
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Figure 4. Fractional corrections y( f (Yb)/f (SI)) averaged every
month of the campaign. Blue bars denote the total combined
uncertainty, while red thick bars denote only the systematic
contributions. The green shaded region denotes the weighted
average for the campaign with its uncertainty.

Figure 5. Absolute frequency of the 1S0–3P0 transition of 171Yb as
measured by NIST [19, 74], the National Metrology Institute of
Japan (NMIJ) [9, 75], the Korea Research Institute of Standards
and Science (KRISS) [10, 17], INRIM [27] and this work. Also
reported are absolute frequencies deduced from optical ratios with
87
Sr frequency standards as measured by NMIJ [76, 78], RIKEN
[41, 77], PTB and INRIM [29], NICT and KRISS [79]. The gray
shaded region denotes the recommended frequency for 171Yb
as a secondary representation of the second with its uncertainty
5 × 10−16 .

the satellite frequency transfer to TAI to an uncertainty of
1.4 × 10−16 that is the largest contribution to the uncertainty
budget. Furthermore, with an uptime of the 171Yb standard
of 11%, the extrapolation using the hydrogen maser as a flywheel contributes a similar uncertainty of 1.3 × 10−16. The
link to TAI allows us to trace the measurement to all the primary and secondary standards contributing to the Circular T,
where the Cs fountains at LNE-SYRTE and PTB carry the
largest weight. We estimated the systematic uncertainties of
these standards to contribute an uncertainty of 1.2 × 10−16
that is the state-of-the-art for the realization of the SI unit of
frequency.
We have calculated negligible correlations (<0.5%)
between the measurement presented in this work and previous
measurements involving the same 171Yb frequency standard
[27, 29]. Correlations with other measurements using links to
TAI and data in Circular T have not yet been estimated. For
example, the correlation with the measurement in [19] could
be as high as 29% if we assume the systematic uncertainty of
the primary and secondary frequency standards contributing to
TAI for the two measurements totally correlated. These correlations need to be properly accounted for to not underestimate
the uncertainty of the recommended values of the secondary
representations of the second from least-square analysis [7].
Our result is in good agreement with the recommended frequency for 171Yb as a secondary representation of the second
and previous measurements. Figure 5 shows a comparison
with measurements relative to Cs fountains [27, 74], carried
out via TAI [9, 10, 17, 19, 75] or deduced from optical ratios
with 87Sr frequency standards [29, 41, 76–79]. The recommended frequency of 87Sr as a secondary representation of the
second f (Sr, CIPM2017) = 429 228 004 229 873.00(17) Hz,
with its uncertainty [63], has been used to convert optical frequency ratios. The grey shaded region in the figure shows the
recommended frequency for 171Yb as a secondary representation of the second.
In the analysis described in section 4, the extrapolation
over the local hydrogen maser was carried out only for periods
of 5 days. In an alternative analysis, we extrapolated the local

hydrogen maser directly to one month, avoiding the need to
extrapolate over TAI. From this simpler analysis we obtained
y( f (Yb)/f (SI)) = −12(27) × 10−17, a result in agreement
and with similar uncertainty relatively to the main analysis.
However, we believe the analysis extrapolating with both the
local maser and TAI is more reliable as it does not depend on
the performance of a single maser over long periods of time.
As 87Sr optical lattice frequency standards NICT-Sr1 and
SYRTE-SrB contributed to TAI we can alternatively perform a direct calculation of the f (Yb)/f (Sr) ratio instead
of the absolute frequency f (Yb)/f (SI). We calculated a
fractional correction y( f (Yb)/f (Sr)) = −46(43) × 10−17
averaged over December 2018, January 2019, and
February 2019 that corresponds to an optical ratio
f (Yb)/f (Sr) = 1.207 507 039 343 337 19(52), in agreement
with previous measurements [29, 41, 76–79]. This ratio measurement is unaffected by the uncertainty in the 87Sr secondary
representation of the second, even if it is included in the 87Sr
optical lattice frequency standards contribution to TAI. The
fractional uncertainty of the ratio is dominated by the satellite
frequency link as the averaging time is shorter than the full
campaign.
6. Conclusions
We have reported an absolute frequency measurement of the
unperturbed optical clock transition 1S0–3P0 in 171Yb performed with an optical lattice frequency standard and a link to
TAI over 5 months. The long campaign duration highlighted
the importance of properly accounting for the uncertainty
introduced by the intermittent operation of the optical standard and to properly account for the correlations in the data.
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Moreover, we showed that from the same link it is possible to
calculate optical frequency ratios, since Circular T included
data from optical frequency standards.
The absolute frequency measurement has a fractional
standard uncertainty of 2.6 × 10−16 that is similar to that of
absolute frequency measurements relative to local Cs fountains [24, 26] and to that of recent measurements carried out
with a link to TAI [15, 16, 19]. For this campaign we have
evaluated the systematic corrections of the 171Yb optical lattice
frequency standard that contribute to the absolute frequency
measurement with a fractional uncertainty of 2.8 × 10−17.
Our new absolute frequency measurement further supports
the consistency of optical frequency standards and strengthens
the case for a redefinition of the SI second based on an optical
transition [5]. It is expected that it will contribute to the
updates of the list of recommended values of standard frequencies [6]. Moreover, our work has been an important step
for submitting the 171Yb standard data to the BIPM and for
contributing to international timescales as a secondary representation of the second.
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